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ABSTRACT

The assessment and control of fetal exposure to radiation in the

workplace is an issue that is complicated by both biological and

political/social ramifications. Because it is more sensitive to

radiatior., the risk to the embryo/fetus from radiological exposures is

greater than the risk to adult radiation workers. As a result of the

dramatic increase in the number of women employed as radiation workers

during the past 10 years, many facilities using radioactive materials

have instituted fetal protection programs with special requirements for

female radiation workers, lt is necessary, however, to ensure that any

fetal protection program be developed in such a way as to be

nondiscriminatory because Title VII of the Civil Rights Act prohibits

discri_,_ination on the basis of sex, and the Pregnancy Discrimination Act

prohibits discrimination based on conditions of pregnancy. In addition,

a recent Supreme Court ruling indicated that employers may not bar women

of childbearing age from certain jobs because of potential risk to their

fetuses.

The Pacific Northwest Laboratory, at the request of the DOE, has

initiated a study whose purpose is to balance the political/social and

the biological ramifications associated with occupationc" protection of

the developing embryo/fetus. Several considerations are involved in

properly balancing these factors. These considerations include

appropriate methods of declaring the pregnancy, training workers,

controlling the dose to the embryo/fetus, measuring and calculating the



dose to the embryo/fetus, and recording the pertinent information.

Alternative strategies for handling these factors while ensuring maximum

protection of the embryo/fetusand the rights and responsibilitiesof

employees and employers are discussed.



I NTRODUCTI ON

The assessment and control of fetal exposure in the workplace is an

issue that is complicated by both biological and political/social

ramifications. The biological aspects of the issue as they are

currently understood have been addressed by the Committee on the

Biological Effects of lonizing Radiation (BEIR V) (I) and the United

Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation

(UNSCEAR).(2) As a result, advisory groups such as the International

Commission of Radiological Protection (ICRP) (3) and the National Council

on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP)(4' s) have recommended

lower radiation dose limits for the embryo/fetus of pregnant radiation

workers than they have for the radiation workers themselves. The

recommendations of advisory groups such as the ICRP and NCRPwere

promulgated as regulations by Federal agencies. (B) Thus, as a result of

the higher relative risk to the embryo/fetus, facilities that have

radiation workers are placed in a position where it is important to

protect the embryo/fetus, while not discriminating against the rights of

the worker.

The social and technical aspects of this situation are addressed in this

report. The relative radiosensitivity of the embryo/fetus is discussed,

and the recommendations and regulations governing dose to the

embryo/fetus are given. A quantification of the number of workers that
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are affected by these regulations is also provided. A discussion is

then given of the Federal laws that relate to discrimination issues, and

the results of the recent Supreme Court ruling on the Johnson Controls

case are described. Finally, considerations that should be made in

order to provide effective control and assessment of fetal exposure are

provided.

RADI OSENSITIV ITY

The BEIR V report (I) indicates that the consequences of irradiation of a

fetus during the period of major organogenesis may include teratogenic

effects on various organs (including mental retardation) and cancer.

The data from the BEIR V report indicate that the prevalence of mental

retardation appears to increase with dose in a manner consistent with a

linear, non-threshold dose-response (when all cases of mental

retardation for fetuses irradiated between 8 and !5 weeks after

conception are considered). However, the BEIR V report states that

analysis of the new DS86 dosimetry system suggests a threshold may exist

in the range of 20 to 40 rad (0.2 to 0.4 Gy) for the period between 8

and 15 weeks. A second period of sensitivity (with a risk factor

approximately 4 times less than the first) occurs from weeks 16 through

25. There is stronger evidence of a threshold effect during this

period. Epidemiological studies of Japanese survivors of the atomic

bomb and of children exposed to prenatal x-ray examinations also suggest

a susceptibility to radiation-induced cancer that is relatively high

during prenatal life.
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REGULATIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS

Because of the increased susceptibilityof the embryo/fetusto

radiation, Federal agencies limit the dose received by an embryo/fetus

of a female occupationalworker. The Department of Energy, in Order

5480.11(7)gives 0.5 rem (0.005 sievert) as the limit for the annual

dose equivalent received by an unborn child from the period of

conception to birth (the entire gestational period) as a result of

occupationalexposure of a female worker who has notified her employer

in writing that she is pregnant.

In the revision of 10 CFR 20(8)the Nuclear Regulatory Commission also

provides a limit of 0.5 rem (0.005 sievert) to an emLryo/fetusduring

the entire pregnancy, for the occupationalexposure of a declared

pregnant worker.

- Other agencies have also recommendedlimits on the occupationaldose to

the embryo/fetus. The National Council on Radiation Protection and

Measurementsin Reports No. 53(4)and No. 91(5)recommends a total dose

equivalent limit of 0.5 rem (0.005 sievert) for the embryo/fetus. The

NCRP in Report 91 states that "it is implied in the NCRP's

recommendationsthat women who are capable of becoming pregnant should

not be exposed to radiationenvironments in which the uterus could

receive a dose equivalent in excess of the total fetal limit, 5 mSv (0.5

rem), before a pregnancy becomes known. Therefore, special attention

is required to ensure that if exposures are received occupationally,
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they are distributed uniformlywith time so that the embryo-fetusdoes

not receive more than its limit before pregnancy is known." Further,

NCRP 91 indicates that the dose equivalent to the embryo/fetus,rather

than the maternal dose equivalent,should be the basis for

implementationof the recommendedlimits for the embryo/fetus.

More recently, the InternationalCouncil on RadiologicalProtection

(ICRP) in Report 60 (3) recommends that once a pregnancy has been

declared, the fetus should be protectedby applying a supplementary

equivalent-doselimit to the surface of the woman's abdomen (lower

trunk) of 0.2 rem (0.002 sievert) during the remainder of the pregnancy,

and by limiting intakes of radionuclidesto about 1/20 oa their annual

limit on intake (ALI). The ICRP does not recommend a special

occupationaldose limit for women in general, but rather states that the

basis for the control of the occupationalexposure of women who are not

pregnant is essentially the same as that for men.

NUMBER OF WORKERS AND DOSE RECEIVED

In order to determine the number of workers who could be affected by

regulationsfor limiting dose to radiationworkers who have declared

their pregnancy, a review was conductedof the data reported annually to

DOE.

The total population of radiationworkers in DOE facilities in 1989 was

103,525. (This data has not yet been published.) This includes 3094
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workers whose sex was not identified. Of the remaining 100,431 workers,

83,327 are male (83%) and 17,104 are female (17%). The average age of

male and female workers lies within the 40-44 years category and 35-39

years category, respectively. Thus, female workers tend to be younger

than their male counterparts. The total number of felaaleradiation

workers of childbearingage (assumedto be younger than 45 years of age)

is 12,704, which is 12.5% of the total population of radiation workers

and 75% of the total number of female radiationworkers. Figure 1 shows

the frequency distributionby age of male and female workers for the

year 1989.

Figure 2 shows the frequency distributionof the total person-rem

received by each category of worker (male and female) for the year 1989

as a function of age of the worker. For ages below 40 years, the female

population received a larger fraction of the person-rem dose than they

did for ages above 40 years. This result was not unexpected since the

female population was shown to be younger than the male population.

Table I shows the distributionof radiationdose to DOE and DOE

contractor employees. The female population received lower doses than

their male counterparts,consideringthe female population as a whole.

For the female population,more than 70% of the population received

doses less than the measurable limit (which is based on the dosimeter

used at each specific facility and thus varies between facilities);30%

received doses higher than the measurable limit; and less than I%
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received doses higher than 0.5 rem. These results changed slightly when

only female workers of childbearingage are considered. The results

(shown in Table II) indicate that 68% of the female workers of child-

bearing age received doses below the measurable limit and slightly

greater than I% received doses above 0.5 rem (0.005 sievert). The

highest annual dose received by any female radiation wo_ker during 1989

was less than 2.5 rem (0.25 sievert).

A survey conducted in 1990 of the number and frequency of pregnancies

for female radiationworkers at NRC-licensedpower plants indicated that

the number of women in the occupationallyexposed work force at nuclear

power plants has more than doubled from 4% to 8% of the work force over

the previous ten years.(B) This represents an increase in real numbers

from 5000 in 1980 to 17,000 in 1989. During this period, the number of

pregnancies experienced by these radiationworkers increasedmore than

six-fold. During 1989, 197 pregnancieswere reported from 37 different

sites which included 68 reactor facilities (averaging approximately5

pregnancies among female radiationworkers per site).

LITIGATION

Two Federal Laws have a bearing on fetal protection plans. They are

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act and the PregnancyDiscriminationAct.

Title VlI(I°)prohibits discriminationin the hiring, discharge,

compensation, conditions,or privileges of employment because of an

individual'srace, color, religion, sex, or national origin. In 1978,
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Congress amended Title Vll to explicitly prohibit discriminationbased

on pregnancy. The amendment, known as the Pregnancy DiscriminationAct

states that "women affected by pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical

conditions shall be treatedthe same for all employment-related

purposes.., as other persons not so affected but similar in their

ability or inabilityto work."

Five court cases that relate to fetal protection policies have been

decided. Two of the cases, Zuniga v. Kleberg(II)and Hayes v.

Shelby,(12)involved hospital x-ray technicians and their exposure to

radiation. A third case, Wright v. Olin,(13)involved chemical

exposures. The two most recent cases, Grant v. General Motors(14)and

Automobile Workers v. Johnson Controls,(Is)involved exposure to lead.

This latter case was elevated to the level of the Supreme Court after

passing through District Court and Appeals Court. The Supreme Court

gave their decision last March.

Johnson Controls uses lead in the manufacture of batteries. After 8 of

its employees became pregnant while maintaining blood lead levels

exceedingOSHA recommendationsfor workers "planninga family," Johnson

Controls instituted a policy stating that "women who are pregnant or who

are capable of bearing children will not be placed into jobs involving

lead exposure or which could expose them to lead through the exercise of

job bidding, bumping, transfer or promotion rights." The policy defined

"women capable of bearing children"as all women except those whose

ml _ _n
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inability to bear children was medically documented. In 1984, a class

action suit was filed. Among the individual plaintiffs were the

following: a woman who had chosen to be sterilized in order to avoid

losing her job; a 50-year-olddivorcee who had suffered a loss in

compensationwhen she was transferred out of a job that exposed her to

lead; and a man who had requested and been denied a change in job

location that would have lowered his exposure to lead because he and his

wife were planning a family. (Lead is also considered a reproductive

hazard for males.)

The Supreme Court concludedthat "the language of both the BFOQ [Bona

Fide Occupational Qualification]provision and the PDA [Pregnancy

DiscriminationAct] which amended it, as well as the legislative history

and the case law, prohibit an employer from discriminatingagainst a

woman because of her capacity to become pregnant unless her reproductive

potential prevents her from performing the duties of the job." The

Supreme Court stated that "fertilewomen, as far as appears in the

record, participate in the manufactureof batteries as efficiently as

anyone else" and that "Title VII, as amended by the PDA, mandates that

decisions about the welfare of future children be left to the parents

who conceive, bear, support, and raise them rather than to the employers

who hire those parents or the courts."

The decision was unanimous; however, there was some disagreement among

the justices on some aspects of the decision, includingthe possibility
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of torts. The majority opinion held that "if under general tort

principles, Title VII bans sex-specificfetal-protectionpolicies, the

employer fully informsthe woman oF the risk and the employer has not

acted negligently,the basis for holding an employer liable seems remote

at best. Moreover, the incrementalcost of employing members of one sex

cannot justify a discriminatoryrefusal to hire members of that

gender.,,(IB)

CONSIDERATIONS FOR ASSESSMENTAND CONTROL OF FETAL EXPOSURE

To comply with the ruling of the Supreme Court on the Johnson Control's

case, it is importantthat women as a class not be restricted from jobs

that are classed as a reproductivehazard. Although the Supreme Court

did not rule on the advisabilityof restrictingwomen who are pregnant

from jobs where there is a reproductivehazard, they did state that

"Title VII, as amended by the PDA, mandates that decisions about the

welfare of future children be left to the parents who conceive, bear,

support, and raise them rather than to the employers who hire those

parents or the courts." This suggests that it is appropriate for the

individualwoman to make the decision as to whether she needs to be

protected from a specific ;-eproductivehazard. On the other hand, the

Supreme Court also stated (when discussing the issue of tort litigation)

that it is best for the employer to "fully inform the woman of the risk"

and "not act negligently." For this reason, a program that is voluntary

in nature, and where the employer takes major steps to ensure that the

reproductivehazard is communicatedto the employee, may be the best
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option. The following items are importantfor considerationby

facilities that in the absence of specific Federal guidance, are

developing programs to protect the embryos/fetusesof female radiation

workers.

Dcclaration of Preqnancy/Declarationof Pregnanc.yTermination

Based on the informationgiven in the Johnson Controls case, it appears

that the voluntary aspects of the declaration of pregnancy are

important. Considerationshould be given to implementinga standard
..

method by which workers can declare their pregnancy, and indicate that

they understand that by declaringtheir pregnancy they will be placing

themselves under a more restrictivedose limit for the duration of the

pregnancy. Further considerationmay be given to allowing female

workers who a_e not yet pregnant, but are planning a family, also to

declare their "decisionto become pregnant," and thus fall under the

more restrictivedose limits for the embryo/fetus. This would provide

protection to the embryo/fetusduring the early stages of pregnancy,

when the "orker may not yet realize that she is pregnant.

Additional considerationsshould be given to the period of time over

which the low=r dose limits would remain in place. One solution would

be to request that the worker declare that the pregnancy has been

terminated, in lauchthe same way that she declared that the pregnancy

had begun, lt is importantto note, however, that because of previous

Supreme Court _ulings on privacy, and out of considerationfor the
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worker, it may be inappropriateto request that the worker explain how

or why the pregnancywas terminated,or to require documentationof the

termination (such as a note from a physician).

There are two negative aspects that could result from a voluntary

program. First, a worker might not declare the pregnancy, while

appearing obviously pregnant. Second, a worker may declare that she "_s

pregnant or "intends to become pregnant"when neither statement is true.

These problems are not easily solved, but either could occur as a result

of an employer's attempt to be responsive to the Supreme Court's ruling

as explained above, and the employer's concerns for protecting the fetus

and avoiding later litigation. One potential step of good faith that

could be taken is to provide the worker with the ability to obtain free

and confidentialpregnancy tests_ and to provide a knowledgeablecontact

for confidentialcounselirg.

Traininq

Training is another aspect of a fetal protection program that is

discussed by the Supreme Court. As mentioned previously, it is

importantthat the employer "fully inform the woman of the risk." This

impliestraining to ensure that the worker understands radiation risks

at various stages of gestation, and also understands how those risks

relate to nonoccupationaland nonradiationhazards, lt is also

importantthat the worker understandthe dose limits _nd the specific

facility's policies regardingdeclaration of pregnancy and work
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restrictions. Considerationshould be given to training not just the

female radiation workers at the facility, b_L all workers, especially

those that interactwith the female radiationworker, for example, her

co-workers and supervisors. Considerationmay also be given to testing

the workers after they receive training in order to document that they

understood the training information.

Work Restrictions followinqDeclaration

There are various options for dealing with work restrictions. Based on

data obtained from the DOE Annual Exposure reports (as presented earlier

in this report), for most female radiationworkers, work restrictiensto

control the dose to the embryo/fetusare not necessary_ since the

majority of monitoredworkers are already below the dose limit for an

uwlbornchild. However, it may be appropriateto review the worker's

environment to determinewhether a work restrictionis necessary. Work

restrictionscan include limiting the duration of work in v_rious areas

or totally removing the worker from radiationareas. Options other than

employing a work restriction include teaching exposure-reduction

techniques or remodelingthe work area to ensure that the radiation

exposure received will be below the mandated limit.

During development of any work restrictions,it would also be

appropriateto consider the possibilityof a dose being received by the

embryo/fetus as a result of the female worker's receiving an intake of

radionuclides.
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Dose Calculation and Measurement

There are several methods that can be used to calculate the dose to the

embryo/fetus. For external radiation, the ICRP recommends calculating

the dose to the surface of the woman's abdomen. The proposed changes to

10 CFR 20 adopt this approach. The dose to the embryo/fetusfrom

external radiation could be estimated by use of the worker's personnel

dosimeter or by use of an additionaldosimeter worn on the abdomen of

the pregnant radiationworker.

An interim report discussing the contributionof maternal radionuclide

burdens on prenatal radiationdoses has recently been published.(IB)

This report uses methodologiesdeveloped by the Medical Internal

Radiation Dosimetry (MIRD) Committee of the Society for Nuclear Medicine

to calculate radiation absorbed doses to the embryo/fetus. Although it

is better to prevent radionuclideintakes for declared pregnant workers,

in areas where this is not possible, considerationmay be given to

adjusting the bioassay frequencyto ensure that exposure rates are not

exceeded.
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Record-Keepinq

Record-keepingrequirementsneed to be determined based on the policy or

requirementsof the regulatory agency, and based on the facility's

specific needs. Suggestions for records to be kept include I) the date

the pregnancywas declared, 2) the estimateddose during the gestation

period prior to the declarationof the pregnancy, 3) the monthly dose

and total dose during the pregnancy,4) dose due to intakes during

gestation, 5) the date that notificationwas made of the termination of

the pregnancy, and 6) any training-relatedrecords.

CONCLUSIONS

As a result of the increasedsensitivityof the embryo/fetusto

radiation, Federal regulationslimit the dose to an unborn child as a

result of occupationalexposure of a worker to 0.5 rem (0.005 sievert).

Informationobtained from DOE indicatesthat during 1989, the majority

of DOE female radiation workers (approximately99%) received annual

radiation doses below this level. However, the number of women employed

as radiation workers has increaseddramaticallyduring the past 10

years, thus prompting many facilitiesto institute fetal protecticn

programs. The desire to protect the embryo/fetusfrom radiation must

also be balanced against a recent Supreme Court ruling that indicates

that employersmay not bar women of childbearingage from certain jobs

because of potential risk to their fetuses. This requires that

employers consider appropriatemethods for identifyingpregnancies,for

training workers, for developing and applying work restrictions,for
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calculating and measuring doses, and for keeping records in an effort to

protect the embryo/fetuswithout being discriminatoryto the worker.
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Table I. Dose Distributionof Male, Female and All
RadiationWorkers at DOE Facilities (1989).

Dose (rem) Male Workers Female Workers All workers
Number % Number % Number %

<Meas. 50095 60.12 12030 (70.33) 63123 (60.97)
Meas.-0.10 26921 32.31 4269 (24.96) 33185 (32.06)
0.1-0.25 3479 4.18 446 ( 2.61; 4006 (3.87)
0.25-0.5 1579 1.89 192 (1.12) 1785 (1.72)
0.5-0.75 525 0.63 70 (0.41) 600 (0.58)
0.75-I.0 309 0.37 43 (0.25) 352 (0.34)
1.0-1.5 327 0.39 42 (0.25) 370 (0.36)
1.5-2.0 72 0.09 11 (0.06) 83 (0.08)
2.0-2.5 17 0.02 I (0.01) 18 (0.02)
2.5-3.0 3 0.004 0 ( O) 3 (0.003)

Table II, Dose Frequency Distributionfor Female Radiation
Workers of ChildbearingAge at DOE Facilities (1989).

Dose Ranqe Frequency Workers

<Meas. 68.2% 8664
Meas.-O.10 26.53% 3370
0.1-0.25 2.98% 378
0.25-0.5 1.23% 156
0.5-0.75 .46% 59
0.75-1.0 .28% 36
1.0-1.5 .28% 35
1.5-2.0 .04% 5
2.0-2.5 .01% I
2.5-3.0 0.00% 0



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure _. Frequency Distribution of Male and Female Workers at DOE
Facilities by Age for the Year i789.

Figure 2. Frequency Distribution of Person-rem for DOE Facilities by
Age for Male and Female Workers for the Year 1989.
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